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HAMBURG, Germany (AP)
— The terrifying E. coil outbreak in Europe appears to have
been caused by vegetable
sprouts grown on an organic
farm in Germany, an agriculture
official said Sunday as the toll
climbed to at least 22 dead and
more than 2.200 sickened.
Preliminary tests found that
bean sprouts and other sprout
varieties from the farm in the
Uelzen area, between the northern cities of Hamburg and
Hannover. could be traced to
infections in five German states,
Lower Saxony Agriculture
Minister Gert Lindemann said.
"There were more and more
indications in the last few hours
that put the focus on this farm,"
Lindemann said.
Many restaurants involved in
what is now the deadliest
known E. coil outbreak in modern history had received deliveries of the sprouts, which are
often used in salads, Lindemann
spokesman Gert,Hahne told The
Associated Press.
Definitive test results should
be
available
Monday,
Lindemann said.
In recent days, as health officials tried to pinpoint the source
of the unusually lethal outbreak,
suspicion fell on lettuce,
cucumbers and tomatoes, perhaps from Spain. Spanish fanners complained that the accusations were having a devastating
financial effect.
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GOP,Dems
maneuver
over debt,
Medicare

By TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

CELEBRATING KIRKSEY: There was lots of fun for everyone during the annual Kirksey Day celebration
Saturday. Despite the heat and humidity, the children couldn't' t resist hopping around on the inflatable bouncer while others took to the rock wall for a challenger. There were plenty of hotdogs and hamburgers for everyone as well as live music, give-a-ways, games and much more.

Fort Campbell's 101st pays
heavy price for Afghan surge
JALALABAD,Afghanistan(AP)—
The soldiers of the Army's famed
101st Airborne Division deployed to
Afghanistan confident their counterinsurgency expertise would once again
turn a surge strategy into a success but
are headed home uncertain of lasting
changes on the battlefield.
As the division's 24,000 soldiers
return to Fort Campbell from their
one-year deployment, doubts remain
in the military that security in
Afghanistan can last without a significant U.S. military presence for years.
The division brought effective counterinsurgency lessons from Iraq, but is
still waiting to see whether those
strategies can take
hold
in
Afghanistan.
What progress was made in improving security and governance came at a
high price.
The division known as the
Screaming Eagles lost 131 soldiers.

the most killed in a single deployment sion of Iraq.
for the unit since Vietnam, with many
While the Iraq surge was credited
more wounded or injured. The 101st with scoring progress in that war.
has been a force in America's major many of the division's leaders said
conflicts since World War II, when it their challenge in Afghanistan was to
was first formed for the 1944 Allied keep soldiers focused in the face of
invasion of Normandy.
setbacks.
In the eyes of many of the troops
"They have to accept that it was
returning to Fort Campbell on the worth it," said Col. Andrew Poppas,
Kentucky-Tennessee line, they spent commander of the 1st Brigade
the year chasing ghosts across moun- Combat Team, which lost 39 soldiers.
tain ridges and feeling frustrated by "It was a fight that needed to happen
the slow pace of the nearly ten-year and no soldier died in vain."
war.
When explaining what the division
"It is very hard to see change," said accomplished in the year at war, the
Capt. Tye Reedy. "It was very hard to division's commander, Maj. Gen.
get that across to my soldiers."
John F. Campbell, can rattle off statisThe 101st had plenty of veterans tics from memory — thousands of
from the Iraq troop surge in 2007, weapons caches found, thousands of
where they learned to protect the pop- insurgent fighters killed and dozens of
ulation and isolate them from the districts with improved security. But
enemy, a counterinsurgency approach the one figure he often ends with is the
drafted by Gen. David Petraeus. who number of soldiers under his comonce led the division during the inva- mand who were killed.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The threat of a
first-ever default by the federal government is pushing President Barack Obama
and Republicans toward a sweeping agreement to cut government spending and
increase the Treasury's borrowing authority. Yet a perennial partisan struggle over
Medicare drives them apart.
Remarkably,. the two sides seem determined to pursue both accord and discord
simultaneously, sparing the still-wobbling
economy from threatened calamity while
preserving Medicare as a political issue in
the 2012 elections.
"I'm willing. I'm ready. It is time to have
the conversation" about deficit cuts and
the debt limit, said House Speaker John
Boehner, urging Obama to become personally involved. "It is time to play large ball,
not small ball."
But a few days later, House Democratic
leader Rep. Nancy Pelosi of California
said, "I could never support any arrangenient that reduced benefits for Medicare.
Absolutely not," she told CBS'"Face The
Nation," emphasizing a position she and
other Democrats had laid out at their own
meeting with Obama.
Given the sheer size of Medicare, nearly
$500 billion a year, any deal on reducing
future deficits is likely to include savings
from the program, if not the benefit cuts
many Democrats oppose.
But if any Republican thought that the
White
House
and
congressional
Democrats might agree to even a temporary cease-fire on Medicare, they may
want to reconsider.
Boehner, R-Ohio, and fellow House
Republicans had scarcely left a White
House meeting with Obama on Wednesday
when presidential press secretary Jay
Carney told reporters that Obama "doesn't
believe that we need to end Medicare as
we know it, to dismantle the program as it
currently exists, in order to achieve significant deficit reduction."
Within seconds, he said the Republican
plan for Medicare "puts too much of the
burden of deficit reduction on the shoulders of seniors, of low- income children
and the disabled. And the president just
feels that that's unacceptable."
A few moments later. Carney hit a trifecta of sorts, calling the Republican plan
"premium support or privatization or
voucherizaticrn."
None of these can be considered terms of
endearment, politically, particularly not by
Republicans.

Ron Paul:'sounded
alarm on deficits'
WASHINGTON (AP) —
GOP presidential hopeful Rep.
Ron Raul says he was a lone
early voice warning about
deficit perils, but now his
alarms are winning mainstream support that could
boost his 2012 bid for the
Republican nomination.
The Texas congressman told
CNN's "State of the Union"
that the mainstream is "moving in the direction that I have
been talking about for a long
time" and that no one knows
what the outcome will be in
the election.
Paul was unsuccessful in two
previous tries to become a
serious contender for the GOP
nomination. But he pointed to
growing popular discontent
with the nation's debt problems and military action

abroad.
"They mocked me for my
foreign policy and they
laughed at my monetary policy. No more. No more. The
people are coming over here,"
he said in the interview, which
was taped Friday and broadcast Sunday.
A persistent critic of U.S.
intervention in Afghanistan
and recently in Libya, Paul
also took aim at "the endless
silly wars that we fight that are
bankrupting us." While many
Republicans in Congress echo
Paul's debt limit opposition, at
least for the moment, the
party's leaders are arrayed
against him on foreign policy,
largely supporting the Obama
administration's build-up in
Afghanistan and its air war
with allies in Libya.

By TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

NOTHING LIKE FISHING: Tyson Searer pulled this "big one" out of the pond at Kenny Imes
farm Saturday morning dunng the annual Hooked on Fishing, Not on Drugs event. Hundreds
of youngsters and adults turned out for the fun despite the heat during the catch-and-release
event that also included a free lunch.
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Expert: Anthony defense
team faces uphill battle
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — ecution's case.
"I believe they have almost
Legal experts say prosecutors'
the state of their burden
relieved
against
case
meticulous murder
Casey Anthony so far, along of proof by making such strong
with the woman's sensational assertions in opening stateclaims that her father covered up ments," said Karin Moore, a
her daughter's death after the 2- professor at Florida A&M
year-old drowned, could make it University's College of Law.
"They are going to have to prove
difficult to avoid a conviction.
Saturday ended the second it now. It is going to be a diffiweek of testimony in Anthony's cult task for them."
Caylee was last seen by her
murder trial, and prosecutors say
on June 16, 2008.
grandparents
the
roughly
marks
it also
halfway point of their case. The state contends Anthony
Prosecutors are trying to prove waited 31 days before telling her
that the single mother, then 22, family the toddler was missing.
suffocated her daughter Caylee George Anthony denied abusing
by placing duct tape over the his daughter and being involved
girl's mouth and then dumped with Caylee's death on the wither body in the woods near her ness stand, at one point lowering
his head and saying, "When I
parents' home.
It's a high-profile case that has heard that ... it hurt really
methodical badly."
a
demanded
So far, prosecutors have mostapproach from a prosecution
team with more than 70 years of ly ignored all that, meticulously
combined experience — in part showing jurors the carefree
because, if convicted, Anthony lifestyle Anthony led during the
could become only the fourth month her child was believed to
woman added to Florida's cur- be missing, and through the
rent roster of 397 death row repeated lies she told friends,
By TOM BERRY'Ledger & Times
family and law enforcement.
inmates.
RIDE FOR THE RED (CROSS): Dozens of bikers turned out at Town & Country Motorsports Saturday morning for the annuThey have also presented eviMeanwhile, defense attorneys
al Ride for the Red Motorcycle Rally and Poker Run. Proceeds from the event will benefit the Calloway County Chapter of the introduced a wild theory during dence that a decomposing body
American Red Cross. There was lots of fun, T-shirts, breakfast. lunch, a hand of poker, door prizes and a great time had by opening statements, saying that — presumably that of Caylee —
everyone that participated.
the toddler accidently drowned was in Casey Anthony's car. But
on June 15, 2008, in her grand- the bulk of their forensic eviparents' swimming pool and that dence is still to come, and it's
grandfather George Anthony unclear if it will be enough for a
conviction in a highly circumhelped dispose of her body.
NASHVILLE, Term. (AP) — women had to choose between about a year ago. Medical pro- labor.
stantial case.
molested
he
also
They
claimed
that
"So having this option
Vanderbilt Medical Center has a an unmedicated birth and IV fessionals from obstetrics, labor,
Casey Anthony told detectives
child,
a
was
she
when
Casey
nursing, anesthesia, pediatrics, will still give (laboring women)
new option for women seeking narcotics.
had been trying to find her
she
scarred.
emotionally
her
leaving
The use of nitrous oxide for high-risk obstetrics and its mid- the full mobility to help the
pain relief during labor: laughin the month before the
daughter
motive
clear
a
without
Even
and
labor pain is common among wives helped evaluate whether philological process happen
ing gas.
was reported, but
disappearance
Casey
why
for
established
help their babies be born. I think
The hospital joins only a few women in the United Kingdom to use it.
have shown
prosecutors
far
so
might
have
25,
now
Anthony,
"We did a lot of research on is great."
others across the nation that and other countries in Europe,
of her going
examples
numerous
court
some
daughter,
her
killed
expects
Vanderbilt
Starr said
offer nitrous oxide to women but it faded out of favor in the safety and efficacy and side
and
shopping
nightclubs,
to
defense
said
those
effects to make sure we felt it about 10 percent of women giv- watchers
United States after the 1950s.
during childbirth.
during
friends
with
out
hanging
overshadowbe
may
arguments
Collins said most women who was a sound decision," she said. ing birth at the hospital to make
The odorless, tasteless gas is
ing any deficiencies in the pros- that time.
Heather Crandall, a doula and use of the gas.
blended with oxygen and the use it experience relief in less
four
of
mother
expecting
an
stopafter
and
mixture is inhaled a mouthpiece than a minute,
and can be self-administered by ping use, it dissipates fully with- from Columbia, called nitrous
oxide a "great option" because it
in five minutes.
the mother.
She said it is safe because it is gives women a middle ground in
Although it doesn't completeLOUISVILLE, Ky. ticket sales was $810.5 the state treasury, the state scholarship
ly eliminate pain, the gas can eliminated from the body choosing pain relief.
including nearly $211 grants and higher edu
— The Kentucky in 2008-09.
(AP)
or
all
"Normally it's either
through the lungs instead of the
reduce it.
million for scholar- cation program ant
president
and
Lottery
•
is
board
Lottery
Corp.
nothing," she said. "Either you
Michelle Collins, who is a cer- liver.
grants and higher $7.7 million to the edu
ships,
officer
executive
chief
sales
record
forecasting
Dr. Sarah Starr, assistant pro- are completely medicated and
tified nurse midwife and an
scholarshil
and pro- cation
education
The
told
Gleason
the
for
Arch
million
$813
of
you
or
it,
of
assistant professor at Vanderbilt fessor in the division obstetric bedridden because
$9 million in reserve fund fron
and
the
that
grams
Courier-Journal
that
year
fiscal
2011-12
University School of Nursing, anesthesiology at Vanderbilt are using no options at all and
lottery is also forecast- unclaimed prizes for unclaimed prizes.
starts July I.
told The Tennessean it offers a Medical Center, said officials that leaveS women in kind of a
Howard Kline, th•
Kentucky
The board, in adopt- ing significant sales the
began researching the use of difficult situation sometimes third choice to mothers.
lottery's senior vic,
Excellence
Educational
online
new
a
from
budgoperating
the
ing
Until last week, she said nitrous oxide for childbirth pain especially after a long difficult
et on Friday, predicted game that will be intro- Scholarships reserve president of financ,
and administration, sail
fund.
the jump in sales from a duced.
The comparable fig- cash prizes paid ti
The new budget also
projection of $774 million for the current forecasts a return of ures for the current year players should b
year. The record for nearly $220 million to are $200.5 million for $445.2 million, or 58.:
percent of sales, durin;
the upcoming yea]
while lottery retailer
should receive abou
$49.5 million in corn
missions.

Vanderbilt offers laughing gas for labor

Lottery board predicts record sales
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— Help Wanted —
•Statf Writer / Photographer
The Murray Ledger & Times, a 7,500-circulation.
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray,
Ky., is currently seeking an energetic, self-starter to fill
the position of Staff Writer / Photographer. This person's
responsibilities will include covering meetings, breaking
news, writing feature stories, taking photographs,
assisting with layout, uploading items to the web and
other basic news reporter duties. A working knowledge
of Quark XPress and Adobe Photoshop is a plus.
Proficiency with a 35mm camera also helpful. A bachelor's degree in journalism or communications is preferred. Send resume and clippings to: Greg Travis, editor, The Murray Ledger & Times, 1001 Whitnell Ave.,
Murray. KY 42071: or e-mail: editor@murrayledger.com.
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By TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

DASH FOR THE DOGS: Dozens of volunteers turned out Saturday morning at Calloway County
High School to participate
in the annual Dash for the Dogs & Cats - a 5K run /15/40 mile bike ride and one mile dog walk
to benefit the Humane Society
of Calloway County's Friends of the Shelter and Good Samaritan programs. The event was sponsored
by Leadership
Tomorrow alumni.

Disney legends die a day apart
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) —
They shared a stage at
Disneyland five days a week for
nearly three decades and died
within a day of each other.
Betty Taylor, who played Slue
Foot Sue in Disney's long-running Golden Horseshoe Revue,
passed away Saturday — one
day after the death of Wally
Boag, who played her character's sweetheart, Pecos Bill.
The 91-year-old Taylor died at
her home in Washington state,
Disneyland announced on its
web site. Boag, who was 90,
died Friday. He was a resident of
Santa Monica, Calif.
The causes of death were not
announced and attempts to contact relatives for comment were
not immediately successful.

"Betty's role as leading lady in on the show — which closed in
Disneyland's Golden Horseshoe 1986 — lasted nearly 45,000
Revue helped turn it into the performances.
longest-running stage show in
The Golden Horseshoe Revue
entertainment history," George is listed in the Guinness Book of
Kalogridis, the president of World Records as the longes‘,
Disneyland Resort, said in a running stage production in
statement. "It is a tragic coinci- show business history.
dence that her passing comes
"Wally was instrumental in the
just one day after the death of development of live entertainlongtime co-star Wally Boag."
ment during the early years of
Boag, a former vaudeville per- both Disneyland Park and Walt
former, signed a two-week con- Disney
World
Resort,"
tract with Walt Disney in 1955. Kalogridis said. "His characters
He originated the role of Pecos will continue to live in the hearts
Bill in the revue, taking the of our guests, while his largerstage three times a day and log- than-life personality will forever
ging nearly 40,000 performanc- make him the true Clown Prince
es before retiring in 1982.
of Disneyland."
Most of those shows were
Boag's comedic timing influalongside Taylor, who joined the enced generations of performrevue a year after Hoag. Her run ers, including actor Steve

Martin, who called Boag his

"hero." Martin tweeted Saturday
that Boag was "the first comedian I ever saw live, my influence.
a man to whom I aspired."
Boag and Taylor both
appeared on television in "Walt
Disney's Wonderful World ot
Color."
And before joining Disney.
Boag appeared in a number of
films during the 1940s, including "Without Love," starring
Spencer Tracy and Katharine
Hepburn, and "The Thrill of
Romance,"
with
Esther
Williams.
He later appeared in Disney
films such as "The AbsentMinded Professor,- -Son of
Rubber" and "The Love Bug.-
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Read the Want Ads Daily

ONLY $ 15.00 TO ANYONE WHO NEEDS HELP BUT HAS NEVER BEEN TO A CHIROPRACTOR BEFORE
(Or Hasn't Been in A Long Time)

Dear Friend,
If you've ever thought
about going to a chiropractor but you've hesitated
because you weren't sure it
was right for you, please
read on...
My name is Dr. Jon
Wuest.
In the years since I
began my practice, I've
helped hundreds of people
feel better and live healthier, more productive lives
through chiropractic care.
And now I'd like to introduce even more Calloway
County residents to the
many benefits our profession has to offer.
For instance, chiropractic care may be able to help
you if you're suffering from
any of the following conditions:
• Migraine headaches
• Lower back pain
• Numbness or soreness in
your arms or legs
• Constant fatigue; lack of
energy
• Muscle spasms, sprains
& strains
These symptoms can be
caused whenever the vertebrae in your spine are out of
alignment because these
"misalignments" directly
affect your nervous system.
Fortunately, if you are
soffering from any of these
problems or similar afflictions right now, they may
be relieved or eliminated by
proper chiropractic treatment (commonly called
adjustment).
So, if you've always
wanted to "check out" chiropractic care and see what
it can do for you, now is the
best time to do so

because...
For 10 days only, $15
will get you all the services
I normally charge new
patients more than $150
for!
What does this offer
include? Everything.
Take a look at what you
will receive...
• An in-depth consultation
about your health and
well-being
• A complete chiropractic
spinal examination
• A full set of specialized
X-rays to determine if a
misalignment in your
spine is causing your
pain or symptoms...
(NOTE: nobody gives
these kinds of X-rays
away free, they would
normally cost you at
least $100).
• An analysis of your
X-rays and spinal exam
results to see what needs
to be done to help relieve
your problem
• Helpful literature that
shows you how your
body works and why you
experience pain
• Answers to all your most
probing questions about
chiropractic care and
what it can do for you...
The appointment will
not take long at all. And
like I said, I normally
charge $150 for this (most
of which just covers the full
set of X-rays).
But for now, as part of
this special offer, you can
come in and find out for
certain if you need chiropractic care and how it
might help you eliminate
the pain you are feeling.

Meet the Doctor
Before you come in,
though, you will probably
want to know a little bit
about me. So let me tell
you...
Aside from a stint in the
US Army and going away
to chiropractic college I
have resided in Calloway
County for the past 35
years. I have a four wonderful kids, Nicholas,
Maggie, Katelyn and Alex.
I graduated from Life
College of Chiropractic in
2000, where I received
recognition for clinical proficiency as well as chiropractic radiological theory
and practice. I have done
post-graduate work in the
research and science ofchiropractic. I have also taken
multiple courses dealing
with injuries and treatment
associated with motor vehicle accidents. I am certified
by the National Board of
Chiropractic Examiners,
Does Chiropractic Really
Work?
Absolutely! Here are
some findings from studies
done by chiropractors and
orthopedic surgeons...
Harvard Medical School
Health Letter
September, 1990
"Chiropractic treatment
of low back pain, which

affects
75
million
Americans, is superior to
the standard regimen
administered by medical
doctors", a major British
study has concluded.
"Chiropractic almost certainly confers worthwhile
long-term benefit in comparison with hospital outpatient management," said Dr.
T.W. Meade, a British medical doctor who headed the
study conducted at eleven
hospitals and chiropractic
clinics.
Federal Medical Study
Endorses Chiropractic
For Back Pain - US
Agency For Health Care
Federal Medical Study
Policy and Research
December 8, 1994
A panel of 23 doctors
headed by Dr. Stanley
Bigos, M.D., professor of
Orthopedic Surgery, studied 3900 medical articles
on low back pain. Their
conclusions were that "chiropractor's manipulation of
the spine was more helpful
than any of the following:
traction, massage, biofeedback, acupuncture, injection of steroids into the
spine, back corsets and
ultrasound."
Would you like even
more proof that chiropractic works? Then listen to
these comments from a few
of my patients...
Patient Success Stories
I suffered from low back
pain for over a year and
tried other doctors, treatments and medications
before coming to Dr.
Wuest. My back problem is
now a thing of the past. I
have started walking daily,
and I wake up in the morn-

ing without pain.
Sincerely,
P. Rogers.

what chiropractic can do
for you, all you have to do
is call our office and set up
an appointment,
I started having dizzy
PHONE
spells in 1988 after a car
(270)759-1945
wreck. I was diagnosed
with motion sickness and
Call this number onI
pretty much told to live
with it. My symptoms had
Call anytime between
gotten progressively worse the hours of 8-12 and 2-5
over the years and were Monday through Friday.
affecting every aspect of Tell the receptionist you
my life.
would like to come in for
I've been seeing Dr. the
Special Introductory
Wuest for 2 months now
Examination June 6th
and my dizzy spells are
gone. He has given me my through June 16th.
I expect to get flooded
life back.
with appointments for this
Sincerely,
event,
so please call as soon
D. Underhill
as possible to assure that
When I first saw Dr. you do not miss out.
Thank you very much,
Wuest I was walking with
my upper body bent at a 45 and I look forward to trying
degree angle to the left. Dr. to help you get rid of your
Wuest told me that I had a pain so you can start living
disc bulge and that he a healthier and more prothought he could help me. ductive life.
Within 6 weeks I was
Sincerely,
walking straight and pain
Dr. Jon Wuest
free.
Sincerely,
Dr. Jon Wuest D.C.
A. Nigl
1313 Johnson Blvd.
Guarantee ofGreat Service
Murray, Ky.42071
Obviously, I cannot
guarantee results. No one Due to insurance regulacan. But there is one guar- tions, Medicare and some
antee I can give you, and other insurance may be
that is a guarantee to give excluded from this offer.
my best effort.
Plus, if I do not think I Any further treatment shall
can help you, I will tell you be agreed upon in writing
and refer you to a specialist and signed by both parties.
who might be able to help.
Limited Time Offer
You have the right to
Obviously, with an offer rescind within seyenty two
like this, I cannot afford to (72)hours any obligation to
do it for very long, so I pay for services performed
picked June 6th through in addition
to this free or
June 16th.
discounted service.
If you would like to take
me up on my offer to see
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Obituaries
Jackie Franklin Byerly

Dixie Scott Peeler
Dixie Scott Peeler, 75, of Murray, Ky. died Sunday, June 5, 2011
at 12:17 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray. Arrangements
are incomplete at this time. The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.

Jackie Franklin Byerly, 76, of Murray, Ky, died June 4, 2011 at
9:30 p.m. at Murray Calloway Co. Hospital.
Byerly was born in Calloway Co., Ky. on Sept. 30, 1934 to the
late Clovis and Flossie Dunn Byerly. He retired from the Tappan
Manufacturing Co., Murray Division and was also a farmer. Byerly
was a member of the Poplar Spring Baptist Church. There he served
Joe Hardy
Funeral Services for Joe Hardy, 61, of Murray will be at 2 p.m. as a deacon and was a member of the Adult II Sunday School Class.
In addition to his parents, Byerly was preceded in death by one
today, Monday, June 6, 2011 at First General Baptist Church in
Milan, Tenn. Bro. Shelby Underhill will officiate. daughter, Karen Byerly Morgan.
He is survived by his wife, Glenda Byerly of Murray, whom he
Burial will follow at the Carter's Chapel Cemetery.
Additional visitation will be today from 10 a.m. married December 22, 1951 in Calloway Co.; two daughters,Teresa
until 2 p.m. at the First General Baptist Church in Byerly of Shepherdsville, Ky. and Janet Hudgins and husband,
Jamie of Paris, Tenn., one son, Terry Byerly and wife, Bonnie of
Milan, Tennessee.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of New Concord, Ky.: nine grandchildren, Ashley Haworth of Alamo,
Tenn.,John Allen of Paris,Tenn., Heather Borgarding of Lakeworth,
arrangements.
Hardy died 4:05 p.m. Thursday, June 2, 2011 at Fla., Jeremy Byerly of Murray, Melissa Allen of Pails, Tenn.,
his home. He was born on June,7, 1949 in Lavinia, Michael Allen of Houston, Texas, Andrew Byerly of New Concord,
Tenn. He was a production operator at Briggs and Ky, J.T. Hudgins and Nathan Hudgins both of Paris; Tenn. . Also
Hardy
Stratton, and a member of the Bethel Fellowship surviving are three great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Tuesday, June 7 at 11 a.m. at the J.H.
Church in Murray.
Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. Rob Iron officiating and special
Martha
Hardy,
of
Murray,
one
son,
wife,
his
He is survived by
Bobby Joseph Hardy and wife Tori of Milan, Tenn.; one step-son remarks by Dale Campbell. Burial to follow in the Elm Grove
Brian Futrell of Hopkinsville, Ky., two step-daughters, Penny Cemetery. Visitation will be held today, Monday, June 6 from 5 -9
Fletcher and husband. Billy of Cadiz. Ky., and Carla Futrell of p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to, The Gideons of Murray,
Murray; four brothers, Lee Hardy, Larry Hardy, Robert Hardy and
Frankie Hardy, all of Milan, Tenn.; one sister, Anita Johnson of P.O. Box 931, Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences can be made
Trezevant. Tenn.; one step-son in law, Billy Fletcher of Cadiz, Ky.; at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
three grandchildren Hannah Fletcher, Regina Rene Hardy and Jason
Walter Hardy. Expressions of sympathy may be sent to the Hospice Jack James Moore Jr.
Jack James Moore Jr., 68, of New Concord, died Sunday, June 4,
House Building Fund at Murray-Calloway Endowment for
Healthcare, 803 Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. Online 2011 at his residence. Arrangements are incomplete at this time.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.

Robert Eugene `Gene' Johnson
Robert Eugene ''Gene'' Johnson. 77, of Murray, died Friday, June
3,2011 at his home. Johnson was born in Murray, Ky.on September
21, 1933 to the late Willie F. Johnson and Zula Lee Farris Johnson.
He retired from Tappan Manufacturing Co, Murray Division.
After his retirement with Tappan, Johnson retired from the Murray
High School system with the janitorial department. He was a member of the First United Methodist Church. In addition to his parents,
Johnson was preceded in death by one sister, Virginia Lee Johnson;
two brothers, James Johnson and William Mason Johnson; and one
nephew James R. Johnson. He is survived by one niece, Linda
Johnson of Greenbrier. Tenn., and by two nephews, Jeff Johnson of
New York and Scott Johnson of California. Graveside services will
be held at 2:30 p.m. on Tuesday, June 7 at the Old Salem Cemetery
with John Dale officiating. Burial will follow.
Visitation will be held from noon until 2 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home on Tuesday. Online condolences can be made at
www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
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New drug boosts
skin cancer survival
CHICAGO (AP) - Two Dr. Allen Lichter, chief execunovel drugs produced unprece- tive of the American Society of
dented gains in survival in sepa- Clinical Oncology.
The new studies were presentrate studies of people with
melanoma, the deadliest form of ed Sunday at the oncology
skin cancer, doctors reported group's annual meeting in
Chicago and published online
Sunday.
In one study, an experimental by the New England Journal of
drug showed so much benefit so Medicine.
Melanoma is on the rise.
quickly in people with advanced
disease that those getting a com- There were 68,000 new cases
parison drug were allowed to and 8,700 deaths from it in the
United States last year, the
switch after just a few months.
The drug, vemurafenib, tar- American Cancer Society estigets a gene mutation found in mates.
Only two drugs had been
about half of all melanomas.
The drug is being developed by approved to treat it, with limited
Genentech, part of Swiss-based effectiveness, itntil Yervoy, an
Roche, and Plexxikon Inc., part immune-system therapy, won
of the Daiichi Sanity° Group of approval in March.
The experimental drug, vemuJapan.
The second study tested rafenib, is aimed at a specific
Bristol-Myers Squibb Co.'s gene mutation, making it the
Yervoy, a just-approved medi- first so-called targeted therapy
cine for newly diagnosed for the disease.
The drug got attention when a
melanoma patients, and found it
nearly doubled the number who whopping 70 percent of those
with the mutation responded to
survived at least three years.
"Melanoma has just seen a it in early safety testing.
renaissance of new agents," said
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WASHINGTON (AP)-The
legal case against two-time
presidential candidate John
Edwards focuses on where to
draw the line between the public and private in a politician's
life, a divide he riskily straddled
throughout his entire career and
family life.
Edwards isn't alone. The private activities and concerns of
public officials increasingly
seem to be pulled or pushed lig
the public arena. Is that Rep.
Anthony Weiner modeling his
underwear? Donald Trump and
Sarah Palin use a knife and fork
to eat pizza! Which school did
President Barack °barna pick to
go all the way in college hoops?
These things don't reveal
much about their qualifications
to lead, yet they fascinate
Americans.
Edwards, a millworker's son,
was a master at honing an
image of his private life for
public consumption.
There was much to draw the
public to Edwards and his family that seemed so full of youthful vibrancy. He had a whipsmart wife who was at least his
equal in political talent and a
daughter getting her Ivy League
education. The tow-headed
youngest daughter and son
coaxed smiles out of voters and
even from the journalists invited to board the family's campaign bus, eat their snacks and
join their sing-alongs. The way

that the Edwardses dealt with
their son Wade's death in an
auto accident won sympathy.
But from the start, there were
ruses. Edwards' chief criminal
accuser, former aide Andrew
Young, writes in his book how
Edwards would drive a beat-up
Buick Park Avenue while on
campaign business, stashing his
BMW and Lexus to keep up the
"everyman" im4ge.
Now the central dispute over
his indictment on felony
charges is whether money that
two of his supporters spent to
keep his mistress in hiding were
campaign contributions that
should have been reported publicly, as prosecutors say, or private gifts from friends, as
Edwards' lawyers claim.
Edwards' team says the payments were to keep the affair a
secret from hurting his cancerstricken wife. The government
alleges they were a scheme to
keep the child conceived by
Edwards and Rielle Hunter a
secret from the public to protect
his White House ambitions.
"A centerpiece of Edwards'
candidacy was his public image
as a devoted family man," the
indictment of Edwards says.
"The communication strategy
developed by Edwards' campaign stressed the importance of
publicizing, among other
things, 'that (Edwards') family
comes first."

Palin: I didn't 'mess
up' Paul Revere history
WASHINGTON (AP) Sarah Palin insisted Sunday that
history was on her side when
she claimed that Paul Revere's
famous ride was intended to
warn both British soldiers and
his fellow colonists.
"You realize that you messed
up about Paul Revere, don't
you?" "Fox News Sunday"
anchor Chris Wallace asked the
potential 2012 presidential candidate.
"I didn't mess up about Paul
Revere," replied Palin, a paid
contributor to the network.
"Part of his ride was to warn
the British that were already
there. That, hey, you're not
going to succeed. You're not
going to take American arms.
You are not going to beat our
own well-armed persons, individual, private militia that we
have," she added."He did warn
the British."
Patin, who again said she has
not decided whether to run for
president, was asked about the
Revolutionary War hero during
a stop Thursday in Boston on
her East Coast bus tour.
"He who warned the British
that they weren't gonna be
takin' away our arms by ringing
those bells, and makin' sure as
he's riding his horse through
town to send those warning
shots and bells that we were
going to be sure and we were
going to be free, and we were

going to be armed."
Palin's brush with the nation's
history came toward the end of
her "One Nation" Nis tour that
generated intense interest as she
traveled from Washington to
New England. Along the way,
she steadfastly refused "a million times- to say whether she
was running for president.
"I'm publicizing Americana
and our foundation and how
important it is that we learn
about our past and our challenges and victories throughout
American history, so that we can
successfully proceed forward,"
Palin said in the broadcast interview. "It's not a campaign tour."
And was she leaning toward or
against running. Palin was
asked?
"Still right there in the middle," she said.
There's no ambiguity about
the interest Palin generates, a
point that doesn't sit comfortably in some quarters of a party
without a clear front-runner to
face President Barack Obama
next year.
Palin's closely watched bus
trip is a key example. Its camera-ready events competed for
coverage in the same week and
region as former Massachusetts
Gov. Mitt Romney's formal
entry into the race. His candidacy is perhaps the most formidable of the emerging field.
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Datebook

Murray Chapter 46116 of TOPS (Take Off
Sanci Teague, Pounds Sensibly) will meet Tuesday, June 7,
from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Community
Visitors are welcome. For information, call
editor
Sheila at 227-1723.

MWC Board meeting tonight

The Murray Woman's Club will have the annual officer training
session tonight, Monday, at 6 p.m. with the monthly board meeting
to follow at 6:30.

WOW Lodges 728,592 will meet

Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 and Lodge 592 will hold the
monthly business meeting Tuesday, June 7, at 5:30 p.m. at the
Harmon Hall. Dinner will be served by Lodge 592 members. All
members are encouraged to attend.

Florence to hold book signing

Calloway Middle SBDM will meet
The Calloway County Middle School Base Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday, June 8, at 3:30 p.m. in the Library
Media Center. The public is welcome to attend.

Calloway High SBDM will meet
The Calloway County High School Base Decision Making
Council will hold a regularly scheduled meeting Wednesday,June 8,
at 3:30 p.m. in the library media center. The public is invited to
attend.

Great Rivers Group will meet
The Great Rivers Group, Sierra Club, will meet Wednesday, June
8, at 7 p.m. in room 1119 of the Murray State University biology
building. Guest speaker, Doris Cella, will discuss "Reduce - Reuse
- Recycle" in household environmental conservation activities. The
public is invited.

New Bethel to hold VBS
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TOPS meeting Tuesday

Leigh Anne Florence, author of the popular "Woody Book" series,
will hold a book signing Wednesday. June 8, at 1 p.m. at the
University Book and Bean in Murray.

New Bethel Baptist Church will hold Vacation Bible School,
"PandaMania: Where God is wild about you," June 12-16, from 68:30 p.m. for kids age 2 through sixth grade. Kids can be registered
online at svww.groupvbspro.com/vbs/ezfNewbethelvbs2011 or by
calling 527-3787 for more information. The church is located at
4045 Mayfield Highway, near the Harvey community.

MAG offers youth drawing workshop
Mickey Garrison is offering a drawing workshop at the Murray
Art Guild for youth ages 10 and up. The workshop is scheduled for
June 13-17, from 1-2:30 p.m. Garrison will cover traditional drawing techniques and fun themes with heroes and characters. For registration or information about summer art workshops, contact the
Guild at 753-4059 or murrayartguild.org.

CCHS Class of'61 to hold reunion
The Calloway County High School graduating class of 1961 will
hold the 50th anniversary reunion Friday, July 1, at Barkley Lodge
State Resort Park. Dress is casual. Arrive between 4-5:30 p.m. for a
social gathering. A buffet dinner will be at 5:30 p.m. Socializing and
camera time will begin at 7 p.m. Bring yearbooks and pictures to
share. Those attending the reception at Murray State University
should be prepared to indicate if you and guest will attend the
reunion. For more information, contact Faye (Beach) Manning at
(270) 435-4276; Anita (Kimbro) McCallon at (270) 293-9836; or
Danny Cunningham at(270) 293-6661.

Photo provided

SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT: The Kiwanis Club of Murray
recently awarded Tayler Alvey with a scholarship to Murray
State University. Presenting the scholarship is Kiwanis Club
member Brenda Call.

Chronic Disease Lay Leader
informatiorfsessions scheduled
Special to the Ledger
A Chronic Disease SelfManagement Program, Lay
Leader Training will be held
June 27-30 at Lake Barkley
State Resort Park. from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m.
This free four-day workshop
will train lay leaders to conduct
Stanford University's Chronic
Disease
Self-Management
Program (CDSMP) courses in
their
communities.
own
CDSMP courses are designed to
help individuals with chronic
illnesses to manage their health
through goal setting, Problem
solving, sharing of experiences.
education and information. The
training workshop is open to
individuals who have chronic
disease themselves.
All lodging and meals are covered with the free training.
Participants (lay leaders) are
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Special to the Ledger
Emily Crouse, the daughter of
Laura and Kelly Crouse of
Murray, has been selected to
attend the Commonwealth
Honors Academy (CHA) at
Murray
State
University.
Crouse, a rising senior at
Calloway County High School,
will participate in the three week
academic and enrichment program which is limited to no
more than 150 students. She is
active in the Laker Band,
Academic Team, Track Team
and BETA.
Students admitted to the MSU
CHA program complete and
receive credit for six hours of
college-level courses (and are
eligible to take six additional
cost-free hours during their senior year) and shall be awarded a
four-year,$2,000-per-year housing scholarship to attend Murray
State University. "Harmony or

Emily Crouse
Chaos? Pursuing Resolution in a
World of Differences" has been
chosen as the theme for the 2011
Commonwealth
Honors
Academy which begins June 4
and continues through June 25.

Ladles of Murray Country Club
The Ladies of Murray Country Club will play regular golf
Wednesday, June 8, with Judy Muehleman as hostess.
The lineup will be as follows:
Hole #1: Bobbie Lee, Peggy Shoemaker and Linda Burgess;
Hole #3: Ve Severns, Marcia Beam, Jennifer Crouse and Terri
Pickens;
Hole *9: Debbie Hixon, Barbara Gray and Gayle Blackburn.
The lineup for the 9 Holers is as follows:
Hole #1B: Linda Porcher, Norma Frank and Pat Miller;
Hole #5B: Judy Muehlemim, Ann Stanley, Patsy Chaney and
Sheila Henry:
Hole #913: Rainey Apperson. Cheryl Pittman, Donna Keller and
Sue Overbey.

required to conduct two courses
per year for two years. Courses
meet for 2 1/2 hours once a
week for six weeks.
For more information, attend
one of the following meetings:
Wednesday, June 8: 10 a.m.,
Calloway
County
Health
Department. 602 Memory
753-3381; or 1 p.m, MurrayCalloway Senior Citizen's
Center. 607 Poplar St., 7530929.
The Ladies of the Oaks
Thursday,June 9: Center for
Golf was also played Tuesday
Country
Club held their regular !light, May 31, with the followHealth and Wellness, MCCH,
716 Poplar St.. '762-1348; or 2 golf play Wednesday, June I, ing winners: First place - Debbic
p.m.,
Hickory
Woods beginning at 9 am. (note time Dick. Sherri Heeke and Denim:
with
Carolyn Windsor; and second place.
Retirement Center,84 Utterback change)
Greenfield as hostess announc- Patsy Neale, Pam William'. and
Rd., 759-8700.
Lori Mathis.
Friday, June 10: 10:30 a.m., ing the following winners:
First place - Patsy Neale,
Glendale Place Assisted Living,
905 Glendale Rd.. 759-1555; or Bronda Parker and Edwina
12:30 P.m.. Murray-Calloway Bucy;
Second place - Judy Hooper,
County Senior Citizen's Center,
Melva Hatcher and Carolyn
607 Poplar St.. 753-0929.
Greenfield;
f)441
stararea(ir
Third place - Ethelene
HAPPENINGS
Darnell, Cynthia Darnall and
by Jemse Howard
Kitty Steele.
This week has been "There is
quality and affordability in eduHostess for golf play on
no Place like Home Week". As
cation. Home to 10,400 stu- Wednesday. June 8 is Patsy
you can guess this was a Wizard
dents. Murray attracts individu- Woodall. Ladies do not have to
of Oz theme. After eating way
als who are seeking a great edu- sign up in advance. Pairings will
too much Memorial Day we had
cation in a personalized setting.
be made at the tee.
to have cake on Tuesday for all
our May Birthdays. After all a
party just isn't a party without
cake. We only had one birthday
Retirement Solutions with a Personal Much
this week and it was actually in
Let me assist you in all of your IRA,
June. Mitzi Pogue celebrated her
Pension, 401(k) and Retirement needs.
birthday and we tried to whip her
for every year but she wasn't so
Diana Thomason
keen on that. We do hope she had
I:mum-Jar consultant
a good one and continues to have
270-761-4121
many more.
300 Maple St.•Murray
Then we kicked off our theme
diana.thomason intercarolina.net
week with Scarecrow brain
Call today for your free consultation!
teasers. We tested our memory'
s,,,,tur. offered thn.ugh Infer,frolina Financial See -,.x. Member FINRA/S1PC
itatiegrINgld ANC . Suite 400• Greensboro. NC 27410•800-320 1-01
and our trivia skills. We were
also visited by the Wicked Witch
of the West and the Scarecrow.
They wanted to make sure we all
received our brains. Then we had
a "Use your Noodle" contest but
at only
our minds were not the focus.
Si
Our tennis skills proved to be
more helpful. With the use of
per yard!
pool noodles we kept a balloon in
Solids, Prints, Knits & MORE!
the air for as long as possible. I
am not sure how well we did but
we sure had a good time trying.
To continue our week we had
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
"Over the Rainbow- Volleyball.
308 Main St.• 753-3753 • Monday thru Friday 6 004 3C
That was an absolute blast. We
had more fun hitting each other
with the beach ball then getting it
over the net. We had so much fun
that they had to close the office
doors so they could hear their
phone conversations. You know
it's just not a game without a lot
of noise and we were sure loud.
We finished our theme week up
with Cowardly Lion Bingo and a
pie social. We were entertained
with actual clips from the movie
and a live performance from our
staff. Mitzi made us homemade
pies to enjoy. We did discover
that although there is no place
like home Hickory Woods sure
comes real close. We couldn't
ask for anything else to be any
better.

Ladles of the Oaks

Taylor earns MSU degree

Special to the Ledger
Travis Taylor of Almo, graduated from Murray State
University Saturday. May 14,
summa cum laude with .a 4.0
GPA. He received a Bachelor of
Bacon in the Sun deadline slated
The deadline for teams to register for the amateur grilling compe- Science
degree
in
tition. Bacon in the Sun, is June 17. Entry fee is $30. Applications Telecommunications Systems
can be turned in at the Murray Convention and Visitors Bureau. The Management.
competition will be held on Friday, July 1, on South 4th Street.
Taylor was actively involved
Barbecuers may begin Friday after 6 a.m., and judging will take in the Student
Government
place at 5:30 p.m. Four categories include pork, ribs(must be on the
Association and Sigma Phi
bone), poultry (including chicken and Cornish hens) and desserts.
Epsilon. He also received the
For more information, call(270)759-2199 or visit tourmurray.com.
2010-11 All Campus Student
Achievement Award as well as
Immanuel Lutheran to hold benefit
Immanuel Lutheran Church will hold a benefit silent auction, Outstanding Senior in his major.
hosted by Kirnmie Bray, Sunday, June 12, from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 He is the son of Joe Dan and
p.m. Proceeds will benefit Little Hands, a free program for children Belinda Taylor of Almo and is
that is held Tuesdays mornings. A painting of a tornado will also be the grandson of Larry and
given away, with proceeds benefiting relief for tornado victims. For Wanda Suiter of
Murray.
more information, call Pat Bray at 227-5945.
Established in 1922, Murray
State University has become
Seniors driving class to be held
An AARP Safe Driving Class will be held Thursday. June 23, known through the years as a
university
from 12:30-5 p.m. in the education room of the Murray-Calloway student-centered
Senior Citizens Center, located at 607 Poplar Street. Cost is $12 for where the emphasis is on acaAARP members and $14 for non-members. To sign up, call Teri demic excellence. For the past
Cobb at 753-0929. Class size is limited to 20 participants.
20 years, Murray State has been
ranked by U.S. News & World
Memorial Baptist to hold V13S
Report as one of the top public
Memorial Baptist Church will have Vacation Bible School June
20-24, from 9-11:30 a.m. This year's theme is "Soak Up the SON!" universities in the nation for its
Classes will be available for 3 years old through sixth grade. For
more information, or if you need transportation, call Pam at 7537238.

RAND OPENING SPECIAL!

e-mail: communitynews@murrayledger.com

Crouse selected for
honors academy

The Coldviater 40's 23rd reunion will be
Saturday, June 11, at 4 p.m. at Rudy Renee's
restaurant, formerly Holmes Restaurant, on
U.S. Highway 121 N. Anyone, young or old,
who has any connections with Coldwater is
invited to attend. Bring pictures and memorabilia. Dinner will be served at 4:30 p.m. Joe
Pat James will emcee.
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Your Discount Fabric Starting

HEADQUARTERS!

SHANE LEE OUTLET

•

753. 1 851
1 205 CHESTNUT

www.ELEMENTSOFKY.com

...Nothing else looks or feels
like home hut we come close
84 Utterback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone. 12701 759-8700 • 1-888-231-5014
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010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice
INVITATION TO BID

The City of Murray Water Department will accept
sealed bids on a 2011 or newer F250 truck.
Specifications are available at the City Clerk's
Office, 104 N. 5th St., Murray, KY 42071. Bids are
to be sealed and marked "Bid - Water Dept. F250
Truck'. Sealed bids are to be delivered to the City
Clerk's Office by 2:00 p.m. local time on Monday.
June 20, 2011. The City of Murray reserves the
right to waive all informalities and to
reject any and all bids_

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray Street Department will accept
sealed bids on a 2011 or newer F350 Truck.
Specifications are available at the City Clerk's
(iffice, 104 North 5th St., Murray, KY 42071. Bids
are to be sealed and marked "Bid • Street Dept.
F350 Truck". Sealed bids are to be delivered to the
City Clerk's Office by 2:00 p.m. local time on
Monday, June 20, 2011. The City of Murray reserves
the right to waive all informalities and
reject any and all bids.
INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray Gas Department will accept
sealed bids on a 2011 or newer F250 Truck.
Specifications are available at the City Clerk's
Office, 104 North 5th St., Murray, KY 42071. Bids
are to be sealed and marked "Bid - Gas Dept. F250
Truck". Sealed bids are to be delivered to the City
Clerk's Office by 2:00 p.m. local time on Monday.
June 20,2011. The City of Murray reserves the
right to waive all informalities and
reject any and all bids.
Ordinance Number 2011-1538 an ordinance
amending Ordinance Number 2010-1500, an ordinance which adopted the 2010-2011 Annual Budget
by estimating revenues and appropriating funds for
the operations of city government, by amending capital expenses for the fire department to include the
replacement of the floor at station 2 in the amount
not to exceed $4,000.
6/s Bill Wells
Bill Wells, Mayor
Attest
Harla McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared by: Warren Hopkins
City Attorney

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently.
accepting resumes for energetic, outgoing individual for Advertising Sales Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjox
working with the public and be self-rnotivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
,4dvenising. Marketing. or Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation. health and dental
plans, salary plus commission. are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Help Wanted
Staff Writer and Photographer
The Murray Ledger & Times, a 7.500-circulation.
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in
Murray. Ky.. is currently seeking an energetic, selfstarter to fill the position of Staff Writer and
Photographer. This person's responsibilities will
include covering meetings. breaking newS, writing
feature stories, taking photographs, assisting with
layout, uploading items to the web and other basic
news reporter duties. A working knowledge of
Quark XPress and Adobe Photoshop is a plus.
Proficiency with a 35min camera also helpful. A
bachelor's degree in journalism or communications
is preferred. Send resume and clippings to, Greg
Travis, editor. The Murray Ledger & Times. 1001
Whitnell Ave.. Murray, KY 42071: or e-mail:
editor@murrayledgercom.

020

LOUR&TIMES

FINDER'S

KEEPERS

.1ntiques. • furniture • More
103 N. 3rd St. • Murray, KY
1270) 761-5814
•

)7T1:!/•1

I. POTTS NURSERY
& GREENHOUSE
New Hours:
-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
8am-4pm Sat
Annual Bedding Plants.
Hanging Baskets, Tomato
86 Pepper Plants
Specializing in Geraniums

TAKING
APPLICATIONS
Part-Time position for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work
early hours.
In
persons
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY

(270) 489-2756
(270) 293-6882
1 107 Potts Rd.
Just off Hwy 80 Near Stella

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
rent
Billboard
for
between Hazel and
Murray. $200 00/mo
270-492-8211

Shares of
Murray Bank
Stock
(270)293-3926

Key Tires has closed
our tire shop and leased
the building to
Hernandez Used Tires.
which is not affiliated
with Key Auto Parts or
Tires. Key Auto Parts
will continue to honor
tire rotation and
balance for the life of
your tires ONLY with a
valid receipt.
We appreciate your
business! Feel free to
contact Jerry Key at
270-2934211,

THE BOOK
RACK
519 S 12th St.
Trade and Sell
Used Hooka
Mon.-Fri 9:30-5-00
Sat 9 30-4:00

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
07/20/11 TO 12;10,11 KVA:427800
FUTRELL FARMS, FARMINGTON KY 4 OPENINGS
07,0511 TO 1211511 KY#0427691
HERNOOfst McCLARD HAZEL KY 6 OPENINGS
07.0511 TO 1220/11 KY#0427363
BOYD, SEDALIA, KY 6 OPENINGS
FARM LABORER,' NURSERY LABORER
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate tor the state ,
agreed upon collective bargaining rate or federal .?
state min wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate(AEWR)
whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for
all work contained in this order, at time work is performed
$948 HR 14 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED.
ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST
TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILEY TO WORKsiTE MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS APPLY FOR THIS JOB
AT THE
NEAREST OFFICE OF STATE WORKFORCE
AGENCY IN THIS STATE
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE WITH A
COPY OF THIS
ADVERTISEMENT SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST
POST EMPLYMENT

NOW OPEN
THE CLOSET
DOOR

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
- PREPLANNING -

Now taking Spring
& Summer clothes
for consignment
Mon-Fri • 10:00-6:00
Sat • 9:00-4:00

Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Avoid inflationary cost.

400 N. 4th St.
(270)761-3667

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

INSURANCE

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaac', Owner,

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING

OF MURRAY, KY
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

753-9224
PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE

Lost and Found

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
LOST: Female Beagle
mix answers to the
name of Sunshine
childs pet. Please call
227-8721 if found. Lost
in the Bethel Church
Rd. area.
060
Help Wanted
C.A. Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following
positions for a
temporary assignment
that will begin in June:
Customer Service
Representative &
Order Entry Clerk
Positions available on
1st 2nd & 3rd shifts
Please submit your
resume to
careers@chuckjones.net
or apply in person at
306 Andrus Dr,
Murray, KY.Visit
www.chuckjones.net
for complete job
descriptions and other
full time employment
opportunities.
If hired, applicants
must pass a background check and drug
screen.
Commonwealth
Productions, a leader
in the outdoor, fishing,
and hunting video production industry is looking for an experienced
graphic designer. 2year degree in Graphic
Design a must 4-year
but
not
preferred
required. Please email
rbillington@ebsco.com
for job qualifications
and benefit package.
COMPANION care
provider needed . Must
have valid drivers
license, automobile,
proof of insurance. For
more information
contact Lexie @
270-293-3312
GOLF course maintenance positions available at Murray Country
Club.
Application forms available at Pro Shop.
Apply in person Mon Fri
at 2200 College Farm
No
Road, Murray.
phone calls.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

270-75.3-2411

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $1,024 on Part A: $135 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

NICK MCCLURE OWNER
Found male border
collie 270-978-0395

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Lou V. McGary

Call Ashley Morris or
Natasha Hutson at
753-1916
and place your ad today!
2x2 S12.00 a week 2x1
S6.00 a week

SINCE 1993

060
Help Wanted

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
li‘tings will appear on
this website.
However,as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

150
Help Wanted

TELEMARKETING
Positions
available
immediatley. Work full
or part time. Cash paid
weekly. Call 759-2485
for more Info.

Looking for a couple
businesses or homes
to clean. Have references. 752-0032
Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom? Give
me a call. 731-3363891. references available

Articles
For Sale
nventory liquidation.
Ove 5000 dvd's as low
as $2.95. Video Gold
1304 Chestnut .
270-759-4944
Used tanning beds for
sale. Starting $999.00.
Hurry limited supply.
1304
Video
Gold
Chsetnut St., Murray
270-759-4944
155

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

Lake area convenience
store. Must be honest,
reliable, mature, and
able to work weekends.
Leave info. at
270-293-9284
NEWLY Built
VACATION
LAKE
HOME On 1.71 acres
only $97,500
New designer ready
1,952 SF vacation
home w/ private access
acre
160,000
to
Kentucky Lake. Walk to
Manna! BONUS: FREE
Boat Slips! Located in
lakefront
desirable
community wt recreation center, infinityedge pool & 150 acre
preserve
nature
financing.
Excellent
Must see. Call now 1800-704-3154, x.3674
Now hiring manageHourly
and
ment.
salary. Need equal
opportunity employee.
Apply
online
at
jobs pizzahut.com
PART-TIME
housekeeper for resort cleanng. Weekends
required. 436-2345

(270)753-1713

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows.
753-4109
Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves,
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-6999

1BR, 'IBA Apt. starting
at $295.00. 2BR, IBA
Townhouse starting at
$475.00. Call Hamlet
North Apartments.
270-753-7559
2BR Apts. Various
Coleman
locations.
Real Estate. 753-9898

Quiet ap
Lynn Grov
utilities pai
plus deposi
270-492-8
340

Coleman
753-9898
360

A&F War
Near MS
753-

Calloway

Garden

1505 Diuguid Drive
I BR & 28R Apts
270-753-8556
TIM l-800-545-l833
Ext. 283
Equal opportunity

KEY
WAREH

Cr

1850 St.
N
270-75:

Murray.

NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866

3mi North of Murray
Call 759-1204

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905.

a

a
a

iiiindR&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mall
atpv.,
.$30.00
3
6 mo......
$55.00
1 yr. ........S105.00 6 mo.
1 yr. -....-.....$105.00

a 3 mo.

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 ram„........_.$70.50 3 mo.
$75.00
6 mo.-.....-.490.00 mo.
$96.00
1 yr.
$120.00 I yr.......----$145.00
Rest of KY/TN
iPuryeir &

150

i Check

BUCKILII1f11

Money Order

Visa

PRE
MINIST
*Inside dim
stor
*Security
*Safe &
•We sell
*We rent
753365

FOR LEAS
Building loc
Sunberry
Murray. 40
walls. 3
doors. Can
two shops.
Black at 436
375

2 Bay sho
Ira
High
$750/mo. 9

I St. Address
I
City
Zip

Daytime Ph.
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
bargains
at
has
Trends-N -Treasures.
coins.
Buy/appraise
270-753-4161

Corner of 121
IOW $25

M/('

Name

I State

J&LR

MINI-S
720 S.

127014
(2701 2

TR H - 0
tRynoti

a

WANTED: junk car &
truck batteries. Top
prices paid.
(270)759-9694

3 piece antique bed
room suite, drop lea
table with 4 chairs, cor
ner entertainment cen
ter, half bed, full-size
brass bed. 759-4142
after 2.30 or 841-2589

119 E
(270) 7
Cell: (270
9 a.m. - 4

Essex Downs
Apartments

get him a subscription to the

Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

STOR
PRO

1st Full Mo. Rent Free

2006 Clayton 16x80,
3BR, 26A, vinyl siding.
Like new.
270-489-2525

Want to buy 3BR, 2BA
in Calloway County.
270-873-9494

PECO

Stylist opening at The
Wild Rose Salon.
753-9191, 227-3025

1BR, price reduced.
locations.
various
Coleman RE
753-9898.

270
Mobile Homes For Sate

Articles
For Sale
Acceptirly
resumes
All sales careers
& other positions
Send to
P.O.Box 363
Murray. KY
42071

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

NOW
1, 2 & 3b
We acc
8v
Apply at
902 No
Mi
Wednes
Phone
Equal
Opp
TDD #1-8

605 E South 12th St
Computers

JOIN the Jasmine's
Family! Now hiring
assistant manager.
Apply in person.
270-761 -THAI.

NEAR uni
new large
Low utilitie
What you'
looking for.
deposit.
(.270)978-0

13 week contract
Runs on Monday

THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

060

320

Mail this coupon with payment to

RETAIL Sto
5000
$750 00/mo
270-492-82
380

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
I.

DOG Obedi
(270)436-28

ger & Times

Murray Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

os BRO)kt

GARLAND
RENTAL

ts

Eice.00,„d
FREE
PICK UP

Monday, June 6, 2011 •"

SUDOKU
Concepts SudoKu

"If you've got It we eas store 1t

sES

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations.

-Fd.10

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights. Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

-Fn.9tm,
- ilon.9 a.m.

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy
94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

- Tut 1p.m,
-Wed.12 pit

270-753-2905

-Thur.12 p.m,

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

VISA

sze

nits

24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

'OR

812 Whitnell Ave.

TREE SERVICE
Licensed & Insured
ull I.ine of Equipment • 17 'tears Experience
.Vr) Job

Too Large or Too Small!

• Various lot sizes
available
• Underground city utilities

753-2411

(270) 753-9250
Robertson Rd. South

Home
2071

855-994-7336
800-821-6907
Services Offered
2002 Ford Sports Trac.
1 owner, 222K, 4WD, ' LEARN TO FLY
CD player, removable
'in Murray
hard top, bed cover.
Professional Flight
,4DR, V6, gocrd condi:
Instruction
tidn. Priced to sell
*Flight Review
$4,800. $1.500 under
*Discovery Flight
Kelly Blue Book value.
270-293-7487
(270)873-2098

is or
at
today!
2x1
it
ay

nerds For Rent

br apts near
in
Murray
and deposit
753-4109

'ice reduced.
locations
RE
1.

NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C/I-1/A.
Low utilities. Quiet.
What you've been
looking for. $450 +
deposit.
(270)978-0913
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

A Apt. starting
)0. 2BR. IBA
se starting at
Call Hamlet
artments.
7559

28R & 3BR houses
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
360
Storage Rentals

As. Various
Coleman
.
ite. 753-9898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

ay Garden
t Downs
rtments
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G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

$55.00

....$105.00

er Mail
iptions

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

[

FOR LEASE: METAL
Building located at 406
Sunberry
Circle,
Murray. 40'x88'. 10'
walls. 3 overhead
doors. Can be used as
two shops. Call Carlos
Black at 436-2935

$96.00

....S145.00

puppies.
CKC
wormed.
$400.00
- 8 1 03

HORSE
BOARDING
40 Acres of
Green Grass
Stalls Available

(270) 705-8701

Murray Ledger & Times tai
Housing Act Notice
All real otate advertised herein
subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to adx ems.. any preter•
ence limitation or diW-riminanon'bawd on race, color, religion. sex, handicap. tamihalstatus or national origin, or mienion to make any such preferences, limitations or diwnmina.
non
!state laws turbid discrimination
in the sale rental or advertising
ot real estate based on lactors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept anv
advertising tor real estate which
is not in violation ot the law All
persons are hereby informed
that4Ildwellings ertised are
asailable on an qual opportunity base, •
For turther assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements. contact NAA Counsel
Rene P filam.1701 has Dv('

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
corner of 121 5. & (ilendale.
10X10 S25 IOUS 140
12701 436-2524
(2701 293-6906

For Sale Or Lease
C21

I Mail

Shih-tzu
Male/female
shots.
$300.00 &
2 70 - 804
evenings

Alfalfa Hay.752-0227
Quiet apartment in
Lynn Grove area. All
utilities paid . $600/mo
plus deposit.
270-492-8211

Houses For Rent

o. Rent Free

IMPERIAL Shth Tzu.
6mo. house dog. $75
adoption fee
270-978-6404
Miniature Dachshund
puppies, full blooded
males, 11 weeks old.
brown smooth coat,
$150.00 firm. Call
293-0413

Commerical Prop. For Rent
2 Bay shop & office.
area'.
High
traffic
$750/mo. 978-3182.
RETAIL Store in Hazel.
+/-.
SF
5000
S750.00/month.
270-492-8211

I to:

8

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

460
Homes For Sale
House with tobacco
barn, shop and 29.6
acres. On Erwin Rd
7mi SW of Murray. Call
753-1578 or 293-2971

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032
REDUCED 2.5 story
house on 7 acres with
barn. With picturesque
view. East of town.
Make offer. 293-7252.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

FRAMES TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Carpet & Floor
Covering
You can count on the
most experienced
in West Ky.
403 Tom Taylor Trail

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

753-7728

Horoscope

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Res., Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs- big or small

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
Junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617
ALL CARPENTRY
CONSTRUCTION
Framing, additions,
decks, mobile home
repair, water damage
and more.
Larry Nimmo 753-2353
227-0587
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE. Local, Reliable.
and affordable. Free
estimates.
270-293-7220
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Paving. ticalcoating
& Hauling
TOINY .1 14 ‘‘ IS

CORIE HUIE
CONTRACTING
ROOFING
SIDING
WINDOWS
(270) 293-9858
Custom
Bulldozing
Greg Renfroe
270-293-0371
From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It All,
No Job To Small'
270-873-9916
'Jr visit our wet •
kentLICkylak ,
remodeting.co,,
FREE ESTIMATE`

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance

We Finance

Owner:
Greg Mansfield
(270)293-8480

hollandmotorsales co'r
270-753-4461

*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

(270)489-2839
G&H Contracting
Tree removal
Roofing & Remodeling
Fencing
Landscaping
30 Yrs. Experience
Old As Dirt ,
Call for Free Estimates
978-2623, 889-7262
Ask for Troy or Steve
HALL'S WAS IT
• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

270-753-2279
38R.
213A,
NEW
Bnarcrest. Near MSU
Farm. 293-7687

*Trimming

(270)925-5387

/Knight's
Apartments For Rent

4

*Removal

753-3853
FALWELL ESTATES

6
270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Jacob
270-978-0278

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Tuesday, June 7,2011:
This year, opportunities appear
out of the blue. The issue might
be that you need to slow down.
Think about your choices.
Sometimes you will see that
what appears to be too good to
be true vanishes. Make that OK.
Meeting someone will be a snap,
but creating a real relationship is
another issue. If you are
attached, the two of you gain
through sharing more one-onone time. You also might make a
change to your immediate environment. VIRGO serves as an
anchor.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You can take in a different view and see situations
more easily. You hit roadblocks,
one after the other. Your serious approach kicks in, allowing
a lot to be accomplished. Calm.
cool logic has its place. The
unexpected plays a role in your
decisions. Tonight: Get some
rest.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You might feel jolted by
everything that heads down
your path. Detached, you'll also
see situations in a different
light. Remain sure of yourself,
though test your insights.
Creativity bestows many ideas
on you. A surefire concept
could have surprisingly dynamic results. Tonight: Have fun.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Imagine that you are a
film director, doing many takes
over the same issue. The multiple manifestations you see
could be overwhelming at first.
There is logic and reason
behind this activity. Tonight:
Head home. Order in. You have
much to consider.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Stick to your budget.
Stay on target with your action
plan, too. Yes, you have a lot of
ground to cover, but you will get
it done. Excitement surrounds
a situation. You also could
experience some awkwardness. The unexpected pulls
you in a new direction, once
you stop reacting! Tonight:
Make it easy.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Realize what is going
on in your immediate circle.
and understand what might be
needed. Others could be
uncomfortable with your perceptions, especially about
funds. The key is to honor what
you know. Tonight: Visit with a
friend over dinner.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You attempt to regain a
stronger footing by gaining
greater insight into a situation.
Try not to live in denial. When
you indulge in this behavior,
you are preventing yourself
from receiving the full benefits
of your insight and logic.
Tonight: You need some wild
fun.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

By Dave Green
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HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
MI Your Saptts Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686
HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured Etch:0- .
Deperil .•
Free Estimat.-.
Free Stump Removal
Cell 270-293-4489
Home 270.437-3044
CHASE Futrell LawnCare. Byrs. exp.
293-8814
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Services Offered

Handyman Work
Odd Jobs. Repairs,
Home. Auto
Carpentry.
Mobile Welding,
Yards. Trim. Molding &
Much More
No Job Too Small

Sudoku is a number-placing potzke based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The object is to piaCP the numbers I to 9
,n the empty squares so that each row each column and O&M
3x3 box contains the same number onty once The difficulty level
Of the Concepts Sudoitu increases from Monday to Sunday

r KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

$$ We will save
YOU money $$

•Asphalt Installatiur

Free Estimates
References

•Seal coating &
striping

(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063

(270)759-0501

40 yrs. expenenci

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING
Vinyl SiOi,
Wood siding
Brick • Concrete
Decks • Fence

(270)227-6160

Mitchells Lawn &
Landscaping
Start to Finish
Tractor Work, Drive
Ways. Garden
Breaking, Bush
Hogging, New Lawn
Installation, &
Mowing
227-0906
Free Estimates

Services Offered
0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operated
• Free Estimates
• Lic & Ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

Check us out
on the web!

by Jacqueline Bigar
*** Use the morning to push

a cause and/or get to the bottom of a problem. Explain in
clear terms what you feel is
needed. Someone's reaction
could point to a distortion in
your perception. Rethink your
logic here. Tonight: Take some
much-needed personal time.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Take a stand about
what to do with a changing
panorama. Others might not
totally agree with you, but they
support you in such a venture.
Confusion might surround a
meeting, your goals being
somewhat different from the
perceived group directive. Ask
yourself what would be the best
and most diplomatic way to
deal with this. Tonight: Where
the action is.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Look to the long term.
Your ability to achieve better
results is highlighted. Once you
are clear about your objectives
involving work or a community
involvement, take the lead.
There is an element of chaos
throughout your day. Tonight:
As late as need be.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19)
*** If someone doesn't
return your call, don't take it
personally. An element of confusion and misunderstanding
exists. Don't play into it. A partner is more available for a conversation than you thought.
Listen to what is revealed
rather than be judgmental.
Tonight: Reach for the stars.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Choose to deal with
individuals rather than the
many. One-on-one time leads
to better understanding. If
you're feeling unsure about a
specific situation, ask a question, and another, if need be.
Tonight: Digest a conversation
before starling a new one.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
BORN TODAY
*** You are exhausted and Painter Paul Gauguin (1848),
probably dealing with someone basketball player Allen Iverson
far differently than usual. Slow (1975), singer Tom Jones
down. Conversations carry (1940)
mixed messages. Not feeling
sure of yourself is normal as Jacqueline Bigar is on the
well. Don't push yourself, or Internet at www.jacquelinebianyone else. Tonight: Say "yes" gar.com.
to an invitation.
(c) 2011 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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like YOU joined
the Kentucky
Organ Donor
Registry,

Kentucky 4,1re-salt
(cruet

TRUST J...

LIFE
ww‘v.trustfOrlife.org
iir.t-..945-54 3 1

enon $ old. Katie's parents'
noticed the whites of her eyes
were turning yellow. Katie would
not survive without a liver
transplant. She's alive because
someone said -yes- to organ
donation. .Noss , Is;at re is a
I O-year-old honor student who
rhys b.tsicerbalf and goes camping.
Please give $1.00
to promote organ
dozit
when you

renew your driver's
license.

I Isme
A PLACE CALLED

*JOB FAIR*
Compassionate Caregivers Needed
Requirements:
• 1 year Healthcare or related field experience • No criminal background
• Consistent work history with work references • Reliable transportation
Location:

A Place Called Home
404 N. 4th Street • Murray, KY 42071

June 7, 2011 •9:30Am 1:30 PM

COMICS/ FEATURES

8• 11ondas, June 6, 2011

Looking Back
Ten years ago
State representatives from all over
Kentucky traeled to Iii City to
attend the open house and ribbon
cutting of the Purchase Area Aquaculture Cooperative processing
facility.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Brian Mohon;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
(Jason) Robinson: and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary W. Freeman.
Kacie Lane Greer will be among
31 young women who will compete for scholarships, prizes and
the title of Miss Kentucky 2001
at the Miss Kentucky Scholarship
Pageant in Lexington. June 1416.
Twenty years ago
Approximately 420 students and
375 parents are attending this
week's Summer Orientation session, which is one of the largest
groups for a mid-week program,
according to Paul Radke, director
of the Office of School Relations
at Murray State.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Allen.
Jeffrey W. Downey. USN, has
been named Junior Sailor of the
Year for 1990 by the Department
of the Navy, Naval Air Station,
Point Mugu. Calif. He is the son
of Bud and Dean Downey of
Murray.
Calloway County High School
Laker Band award winners named
during the annual Awards Banquet included Leah Stuart, Freshman Honor Bandsman; Mike Davis,
Sophomore Honor Bandsman; Ann
Bartlett, Junior Honor Bandsman:
and Brad Hale, Senior Honor
Bandsman.
.
Thirty years ago
Harold Gene Landolt. representative for Pro-Co Company, has
announced the appointment of
Rebecca Ann Dublin as a sales
representative. She is the daughter of Mrs. 0.0. Dublin and the
late Mr. Dublin.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors are proud to announce Dr.
and Mrs. Delbert Wylder as their

Woman who won't keep track of
time isn't worth man's future

million dollar clients for 1981.
Terry K. Smith, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard R. Smith of Murray, has been selected to participate in a summer language
exchange program at the Leningrad
State University in Leningrad.
USSR. Smith is a Presidential
Scholar at Murray State University studying for a major in economics with a minor in Russian.
Forty years ago
Dr. Donald Herren spoke at the
baccalaureate service and Nick T.
Newberry of Omaha. Neb., spoke
at the commencement exercises at
the spring graduation events at Murray State University.
WI David R. Graham, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Graham of
Murray, landed in Vietnam on May
28 for his year's tour of duty
with the Armed Forces there.
Army PFC Randy R. Beane. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Beane of
Murray, Route 1, was recently
assigned to the U.S.- Arzny_41rate.s-,
gic Communications Command.
Signal Group, Fort Richardson,
Alaska.
Fifty years ago
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Todd; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Lee Darnall; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Jerry Lee: and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller.
John L. Williams, charter member of the Murray Civitan Club
and its third president, has been
named It. Governor of the Valley District of Civitan International. His jurisdiction includes Murray, Princeton and Cadiz clubs.
Sixty years ago
Julia Fuqua, 1951 graduating
senior at Murray Training School.
was one of five Kentuckians to
be awarded a $125 scholarship to
the Kentucky college of her choice
at the recent meeting of the Kentucky Future Homemakers of
America.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
Tubbs; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Elzie Gaines; and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Turner.

DEAR ABBY: I have noticed
over the past few decades that
fewer and fewer people have heroes
i I mean real heroes, not celebrities who are famous for being
famous). I'd love to hear from
your readers about who their heroes

new constitution.
In 1844,the Young Men's Christian Association was founded in
London.
In 1925, Walter Percy Chrysler
founded the Chrysler Corp.
In 1934, the Securities and
Exchange Commission was established.
In 1961, Swiss psychiatrist Carl
Jung, 85, died in Kusnacht. near
Zurich.
In 1966. black activist James
Meredith was shot and wounded
as he walked along a Mississippi highway to encourage black

voter registration:
In 1978, California voters overwhelmingly approved Proposition
13, a primary ballot initiative calling for major cuts in propert)
taxes.
In 1985. authorities in Brazil
exhumed a body later identified
as the remains of Dr. Josef Mengele. the notorious "Angel of
Death" of the Nazi Holocaust.
Ten years ago: Democrats formally assumed control of the U.S.
Senate after the decision of Vermont Republican James Jeffords
to become an independent.

DEAR ABBY: I have been in
a seven-year relationship with
"Madds." which will probably end
soon because
she can't seem
to stick to any
kind of routine. Maddy is
in her mid30s,
the
youngest in a
large family,
and grew up
without any
kind
of
responsibiliBy Abigail
ties.
She's
always misVan Buren
placing and
losing things. Her mail goes
unopened and her bills get paid
late even though she has plenty
of money.
Maddy thinks I'm "controlling"
because I get frustrated when we
have to be somewhere at a specified time and she's' always late.
I have planned entire weekends with dinner reservations and
events scheduled and let her know
what time we need to leave. When
the time comes, she's not even
packed yet. Worse, she can't understand my irritation. Is this relationship worth saving -- or my
sanity? -- LOSING PATIENCE IN
THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
DEAR LOSING PATIENCE:
Maddy must have many amazingly good qualities for you to have
tolerated her lack of organization
and consideration for others this
long. Because you have let her
know how you feel about it and
nothing has changed. it's time to
accept that no changes will be
forthcoming. My advice is to save
your sanity. You'll be happier if
you find someone more like yourself.

Dear Abby

are and why. These heroes should
not be family members, but someone outside the family -- a teacher,
doctor, artist, writer, mentor, statesperson. etc.
Without positive role models
to emulate, it's no wonder the
majority of our young people are
losing their way. -- ALISON IN
ASHLAND, ORE.
DEAR ALISON: While 1 do
not agree that the majority of our
young people have 'lost their
way,' I do think you have posed
an interesting challenge. Readers,
if you'd care to chime in, I'm
sure it would make an inspiring
column.
I. would nominate the New
York City police and firefighters
who searched for survivors after
9/11, the reporters at the New
Orleans Times-Picayune who
stayed at their posts to report the
news after the terrible flood that
decimated their city, and the men
and women in our military who
put themselves at risk in service
ICI our Country.
NOS.

DEAR ABBY: I need your
help with a problem I'm having
with my husband, "Fred." He is
very territorial over his laptop and
other personal items such as his
phone. It is so bad that I'm not
even allowed to hold his phone
-- even if he is trying to show
me a video on it. His laptop is
password-protected.
I have asked Fred numerous
times why so much privacy, and
he says, "Because these things
are mine." I feel as if he is hiding something. I know I shouldn't be paranoid, but since he was
unfaithful in the past. I have my
suspicions. Please let me know
what I can do to solve this. -LEFT OUT IN LITTLE ROCK
DEAR LEFT OUT: Did you
and Fred have marital counseling
after his infidelity? If not, you
should have. If you did, you both
need more. Your husband's behavior also makes me suspect he may
be trying to hide something that
could embarrass him,

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Monday, June 6, the
157th day of 2011. There are 208
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 6, 1944, during World
War II, Allied forces stormed the
beaches of Normandy, France, on
"D-Day," beginning the liberation
of German-occupied
western
Europe.
On this date:
In 1799, American politician
and orator Patrick Henry died at
Red Hill Plantation in Virginia.
In 1809. Sweden adopted a

13
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Celery may help
symptoms of BPH
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
worsen BPH symptoms.
had an enlarged prostate gland
Thank you for sharing this usefor a number of years and have ful tip that is sure to be tried by
found saw palmetto beneficial in many men with the condition.
relieving the symptoms. I have
DEAR DR.G'07T: What causalso modified es calcification of cells? I have
my diet and calcified cells in my right breast.
try to eat sev- I just had my six-month rnameral stalks of mogram to check them. I will go
raw
celery back to my doctor soon to hear
every
day, the results but would appreciate
Much to my
your comments.
surpnse. I can
DEAR READER: The calcinow
sleep fications to which you refer repthrough the resent calcium deposits within the
night without breast tissue that appear as flecks
getting up for or white spots on a mammogram.
the
usual They typically appear as tiny
b a t hr oom grains of salt and cannot be felt
By
Dr. Peter Gott break. It is by palpation and are particularly
also possible prevalent following menopause.
to go for six to eight hours dur- While commonly benign, certain
ing the daytime Wittot‘ the-tur''''eraleitItalkin-patterns, such as cit15to urinate. I am n'ot sure why ten with irregular shapes, may indicating celery' alleviates the symp- cate cancer. Should a radiologist
toms of BPH, but I think this or physician have any question,
dietary tip might be helpful to additional testing such as a folreaders with a similar medical low-up mammogram, ultrasound
condition. - or biopsy may be appropriate.
DEAR READER: Saw palCauses of benign calcifications
metto has been used by millions include cysts in the breasts, derof men for relief from the symp- mal or vascular calcifications, cell
toms of BPH (benign prostatic secretion, ectasia of the mammahyperplasia), otherwise known as ry duct, prior radiation treatment
an enlarged prostate. When BPH for cancer, fibroadenomas, mastioccurs, and it happens to almost tis, prior injury and more.
every man as he ages, pressure
Your physician(s) will definiteis placed on the urethra, causing ly want to see you on a timely
problems with urination. The con- basis to be assured the calcificadition is not cancerous, nor does tions remain stable and don't
it increase the risk for prostate change in appearance. Keep
cancer.
inforrned, and follow your doeSymptoms can include urinary tor's advice. If for any reason you
retention, incontinence, pain with are uncomfortable in either waiturination, a slowed start of the ing and watching or having spaurinary stream, dribbling and the cific testing performed, request a
annoying need to urinate several second opinion.
times a night.
I am unclear as to how eelDr Peter H. Gott is a retired
cry is helping ease your symp- physician and the author of sevtoms of BPH. Perhaps the saw eral books, including "Live Longer
palmetto is the substance respon- Live Better" "Dr Gait's No Flour.
sible, and the celery is only inci- No Sugar Diet' and "Dr Gott's
dental. Have you made any other No Flour. No Sugar Cookbook,"
dietary changes, such as reducing which are available at most bookyour caffeine or alcohol intake? stores or online. His website is
They can act as-diuretics and can wwwAskDrGottMD.com.

Dr. Gott

BLLJla SC>

METHOD
FOR
REMOVING
WINE
LABELS
Dear
Heloise:
I
want to know
the best and
cheapest way
Heloise
to REMOVE
LABELS from
wine bottles. -- Debbie D., via email
Wine labels can be attractive
and keepsakes, too! You can fill
the bottle with very hot/boiling
water. Seal it with the cap or cork
and let it stand for 15 to 20 minutes. Then try to slowly peel off
the label from the bottom up. Try
not to get the label wet, it it's
paper. Have a piece of wax paper
or a paper towel ready to place
the label on. -- Heloise

by

Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
PLANTING SEEDS
Dear HeloLse: Now that sVarm
weather is here, thoughts start
turning to planting vegetables or
flowers.
To keep from losing small seeds,
press them into a small peat pot.
Place it inside a clear plastic

ES 1_ CI NI DI1E0

clamshell container (the kind used
when you take home leftovers
from a restaurant) and close the
top. The humidity will help encourage the seeds to sprout.
When you can see that they
are well-sprouted, remove them
and plant them where you want
them. -- Virginia Pannkoke.
Prescott, Ariz.

FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Other uses for
a pizza cutter:
* brownies
* cornbread
* fudge
* spaghetti or noodles
* dumplings.
Heloise

low shams, the seat cushion is
slipped into the opening at the
back of the sham, taking up one
end, and the remaining half of
the fabric is folded underneath the
cushion.
Additionally, a chair's back
cushion can be slipped into the
top half of the sham for a cornplete-,look. How easy is that? -Rosemary T., North Palm Beach,
Fla.

S;-I-1 IV CO
I'VE ALWAYS
WELL, YOU'P
WANTED ONE. BETTER RURRY UP

ANP GET IT...

BEFORE THE
EST OF THE CREW
JUMPS 5141P.

,

YOU NEED A
SMALLER
PICTURE

NOVEL NOTES
Dear Heloise: I enjoy your
column and follow it faithfully.
A hint to pass on to your readers: When beginning a new novel.
I write down on a small notecard
the names of the characters and
who belongs to which family. This
way, if I fall asleep, I can pick
up where I left off by refreshing
myself with the names and who's
who without having to go back
and read prior pages to catch up.
-- Patty McClain-Evans in Ohio

SLIPCOVER SOLUTION
Dear Heloise: Happily, I found
a "no-cut." "no-sew" way to put
slipcovers on the family-room cushioned chairs. Using king-size pil-

Dear Heloise: Instead of buying a long handle that screws into
a roller handle when painting a
wall or floor, use a threaded handle from a broom or mop that
you already have. In most cases,
the threads are the same. -- Paul
Z., Lake Wales, Fla.

SOUND OFF
Dear Heloise: Even though I
have a king-size bed. I like to
use twin comforters. My husband
usually pulls the cover over to
his side, leaving me in the cold.
Solution? We each get our own
comforter. But another problem
arises. Twin comforters usually are
collegiate, sport-themed or kidlike. I love a luxurious-looking
bed, but manufacturers don't make
twin-size luxury comforters. -Carol in Florida
(c)2011 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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MLB BASEBALL: CARDINALS 3, CUBS 2(10 INNINGS)

COLLEGE
BASKETBALL
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Members of the St. Louis Cardinals greet teammate Albert Pujols at home after Pujols' walkoff home run to defeat the Chicago Cubs 3-2
during the 10th inning of Sunday's game in St. Louis.

SUDDENLY HOT PUJOLS
DELIVERS WALK-OFF HOME RUN
FOR SECOND STRAIGHT DAY
By R.B. FALISTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Albert Pujols
held the followthrough on his swing for
a couple extra seconds, the bat extended like a lightning rod, then highstepped it to home plate.
The St. Louis Cardinals may be
accustomed to his winning hits, but the
All-Star slugger still gets pretty excited.
"It's a big game and a big win,"
Pujols said after hittink a game-ending
homer in extra innings for the second
straight day, beating the Chicago Cubs
with a leadoff shot in the 10th inning of
a 3-2 victory Sunday. "It doesn't matter
what you do as long as you don't
embarrass yourself out there."
Pujols hammered a 2-1 belt-high
fastball from Rodrigo Lopez (0-1) an
estimated 446 feet to left for his 10th
career game-ending homer. His fifth
during a seven-game homestand and
No. 13 for the season gave the
Cardinals a three-game sweep over the
scuffling Cubs, who have lost nine of
II.
"He's a fabulous player," St. Louis
pitcher Chris Carpenter said. "Hall of
Fame-caliber player."
Pujols became the 11th major leaguer to hit game-ending homers in consecutive games, according 63 STATS
LLC and SABR HR Log. Albert Belle
was the last to accomplish the feat,
pulling it off for Cleveland against
Toronto on Aug. 30-31, 1995. The only
other St. Louis player to do it was Hall
of Famer Stan Musial in August 1948.
The Cardinals were down to their
last strike before Ryan Theriot tied it
with an RBI double off Carlos Mannol,
driving in pinch-runner Tony Cruz
from first. Theriot extended his hitting

Titans planning
unofficial minicamp during
lockout

Up Next
When: 705 p m Tuesday
Where: Minute Maid Park (Houston, Texas)
TV: Fox Sports Midwest(Ch. 46 MES)
Radio: WNBS, 1340 AM
Records: St. Louis 36-25, Houston 23-36
St Louis pitcher: Jake Westbrook (5-3, 5.15
ERA)
Houston pitcher: Brett Myers (2-4. 4.82 ERA)

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Tennessee Titans players are hoping for
a big turnout for an upcoming unofficial
minicamp in Nashville as the NFL lockout drags into the summer.
Linebacker Gerald McRath told The
Tennessean he's hoping 40-plus players
will make it for the workouts, set for
Wednesday and Thursday. McRath said
players are trying to find rookies to
attend, so the veteran players can teach
newcomers tine ins-and-outs of the system.
Cornerback Cortland Finnegan, one
of the ringleaders, said the workouts at a
Nashville high school will help the team
learn as it adjusts to a new coach and
new schemes.
Up to 15 players have gathered at
times for sprints and exercise on a high
school field, and Vanderbilt University
has opened its weight room to them as
well.
JEFF ROBERSON ' AP

Albert Pujols watches his walkoff home run during the 10th inning of
Sunday's game against the Chicago Cubs in St. Louis. The Cardinals
won 3-2.
two-game absence with a two-run double in the fourth for the lone damage
against Carpenter.
Pujols homered twice on Saturday,
with his drive off Jeff Samardzija sending the Cardinals to a 5-4 victory in 12
innings. Pujols also had an infield hit in
the sixth Sunday and scored on Allen

Craig's base hit.
Pujols had been 0 for 12 against
Lopez with three strikeouts, a walk,and
one RBI on a sacrifice fly.
"I think I made a mistake on the
pitch," Lopez said. "I was supposed to
•See CARDINALS, 10
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St. Louis at Houston

streak to 19 games, the Cardinals'
longest since Pujols hit in 30 straight in
2009.
Memo' has two blown save opportunities in his last three appearances
and is 10 for 14 overall. He had worked
a franchise-record 26 1-3 consecutive
scoreless innings on the road before
Theriot doubled down the left-field line
on a 2-2 pitch.
"Awesome, great at-bat," Pujols
said. "He's been doing that all year."
Cubs starter Carlos Zambrano
ripped his team after pitching seven
crisp innings, yielding one run and five
hits. The right-hander is 7-1 with a 1.29
ERA in 13 career starts in St. Louis.
"We're playing like a Triple-A
team," Zambrano said. "This is embarrassing. Embarrassing for the team, for
the owners. Embarrassing for the fans."
Zambrano said Marmot should have
blown it past Theriot with a fastball, but
instead gave him a slider.
"We should know that Ryan Theriot
is not a good fastball hitter, we should
know that as a team," Zambrano said.
"We stink. That's all I have to say."
Marmol said he hadn't talked with
Zambrano and added, "I don't know
what's going on. I don't have anything
to say about it."
Aramis Ramirez returned from a

LOUISVILLE Ky.(AP) — Former
University of Kentucky star DeAndre
Liggins and Morehead State standout
DeMonte Harper are
set to work out for the
NBA's Indiana Pacers
in the days leading up
to the NBA draft.
Both are set to show
their wares Monday.
UThe draft is scheduled
for June .23.
Uggins
Liggins, whose primary role for the
Wildcats was defending and rebounding,
told The CourierJournal that he needs to
show teams he can
score. But Liggins said
his role in the NBA
would be doing the
Harper
same things he did in
college.
Liggins said teams need a player like
Tony Allen of the Memphis Grizzlies
and Bruce Bowen, who retired from the
San Antonio Spurs. They each carved a
niche by being top defenders. Liggins
said he sees himself filling the same
role.

Bruins facing deep deficit as
Cup finals move east
By GREG BEACHAM
AP Sports Wnter
VANCOUVER, British Columbia(AP) — The
Boston Bruins couldn't have enjoyed the scenery
late Saturday night while their team bus crawled
through the raucous street party that consumed
downtown Vancouver after the Canucks moved
halfway to their first NHL title.
Maybe the Stanley Cup finals' move to the East
Coast will finally give the Bruins something to celebrate.
With Game 3 looming Monday night at TD
Garden after a quick cross-continent trip Sunday,
the Bruins realize the jam they brought back from

Canada isn't sweet.
Only four teams have rallied from an 0-2 finals
deficit in 46 tries. Boston must win four of the next
five games to beat the Canucks, the NHL's best
regular-season team and the winner of seven of
their past eight playoff games.
"We'll be disappointed, and we're allowed to
be." said 43-year-old Mark Recchi, who ended an
11-game goal drought with a power-play score in
Game 2. "But we'll take a lot of positives out of
these games. When we get off that plane, we'll forget all about it. We'll worry about Monday, and
•See NHL, 10
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Western
Kentucky AD:
Football expects
to improve
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) —
Western Kentucky University Athletics
Director Ross 'Bjork says the football
team should be better in 2011 and fans
will see a "big difference" in the
Hilltoppers when the season kicks off
Sept. 1 against Kentucky in Nashville.
Bjork told the Bowling Green Daily
News that if the team is playing a close
game in the fourth quarter against the
Wildcats, then nine days later against
Navy, fans will know progress is beitig
made.
Bjork declined to say how many
games he expects coach Willie Taggart
to win in his second season, saying making predictions that don't come true sets
"yourself up for failure."
After winning four games in three
years. Bjork said, the team hasn't earned
more fans. He added that winning will
bring more people to games.
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SCOREBOARD
Prep Softball
KHSAA Fast Pitch Softball
State Tournament
(at Jack Fisher Park, Owensboro)
Thursday
Calloway Co vs Ashland Blazer 7 pm
Major League Baseball
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New York
33 24 579
Boston
33 26 559
1
Tampa Bay
4
30 29 508
Toronto
4
30 29 508
Baltimore
7
26 31 456
Central Division
Pct
W
L
Cleveland
33 24 579
Detroit
31 27,534 212
Chicago
7
28 33.459
Kansas City
9
25 34 424
Minnesota
21 37 36212 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Texas
34 26 567
Seattle
31 28 525 2 1/2
Los Angeles
30 31.492 41/2
Oakland
7
27 33 450
Saturday's Games
Boston 9, Oakland 8. 14 innings
Tampa Bay 3, Seattle 2
Texas 4. Cleveland 0
Baltimore 5 Toronto 3
Detroit 4, Chicago White Sox 2
Minnesota 7. Kansas City 2
N Y Yankees 3, L A Angels 2
Sunday's Games
Texas 2. Cleveland 0
Boston 6. Oakland 3
Toronto 7. Baltimore 4
Detroit 7. Chicago White Sox 3
Minnesota 6. Kansas City 0
N Y Yankees 5. L A Angels 3
Seattle 9. Tampa Bay 6
Monday's Games
Minnesota (S Baker 2-4) at Cleveland
(Tomlin 7-2). 6.05 pm
Oakland (G.Gonzalez 5-3) at Baltimore
(Matusz 0-0). 6 05 p m
Detroit (Scherzer 6-2) at Texas
(C Lewis 5-5), 705 p m.
Seattle (Pineda 6-2) at Chicago White
Sox (Danks 0-8), 7 10 p.m
Toronto (Morrow 2-3) at Kansas City
(F Paulino 0-0), 7.10 pm
Tampa Bay (Pnce 6-51 at L A Angels
(Chatwood 3-2). 9.05 p m.
Tuesday's Games
Boston at N.Y Yankees. 605 p.m.
Minnesota at Cleveland. 6'05 p.m.
Oakland at Baltimore 6.05 p.m.
Detroit at Texas. 7 05 p m
Seattle at Chicago White Sox, 7:10
p.m
Toronto at Kansas City, 7:10 p.m.
Tampa Bay at LA Angels. 905 p.m
National League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Philadelphia
35 24 593
Florida
31 26 544
3
Atlanta
32 27 542
3
New York
27 31 466 7 1/2
Washington
26 33 441
9
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
St Louis •
36 25 590
Milwaukee
33 26.559
2
Cincinnati
30 30.500 5 1,2
Pittsburgh
28 30 483 6 1/2
Chicago
11
23 34 404
Houston
23 37 38312 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
San Francisco
33 26 559
Arizona
33 27 550 1/2
Los Angeles
28 32 467 5 1/2
Colorado
27 31.466 5 1/2
San Diego
27 33.450 612

Saturday's Games
St Louis 5, Chicago Cubs 4. 12 innings
Colorado 2, San Francisco I
LA Dodgers 11, Cincinnati 8 11
innings
Pittsburgh 6 Philadelphia 3
N Y Mets 5 Atlanta 0
Milwaukee 3, Florida 2
Arizona 2 Washington 0
San Diego 6, Houston 3
Sunday's Games
L A Dodgers 9, Cincinnati 6
Milwaukee 6. Flonda 5. 11 innings
Philadelphia 7. Pittsburgh 3
Si Louts 3, Chicago Cubs 2, 10 innings
San Francisco 2. Colorado 1
Washington 9, Anzona 4. 11 innings
San Diego 7, Houston 2
Atianta at N Y. Mats. late
Monday's Games
L A Dodgers (Lilly 4-4) at Philadelphia
(CI Lee 4-5). 605 p.m
Chicago Cubs (Garza 2-4) at Cincinnati
(Leake 4-21,6 10 p m
Milwaukee (Greinke 4-1) at Florida
(Vazquez 3-4), 6 10 pm.
Colorado (Mortensen 1-3) at San Diego
(Richard 2-61. 9,05 p m
Washington (Lannan 3-5) at San
Francisco (Lincecum 5-4), 9.15 pm
Tuesday's Games
Anzona at Pittsburgh. 605 p.m.
L A Dodgers at Philadelphia, 6.05 p.m
Atlanta at Florida, 6 10 p m.
Chicago Cubs at Cincinnati. 6.10 p.m.
St. Louis at Houston 7:05 p m
N Y. Mets at Milwaukee. 7:10 p.m.
Colorado at San Diego. 9105 pm.
Washington at San Francisco. 915
pm
National Hockey League
Playoff Glance
All Times CDT
STANLEY CUP FINALS
(Best-of-7)
Vancouver 2, Boston 0
Wednesday. June 1 Vancouver 1.
Boston 0
Saturday June 4 Vancouver 3. Boston
2, OT
Monday, June 6 Vancouver at Boston
7p m
Wednesday, June 8 Vancouver at
Boston, 7 pm
x-Friday. June 10 Boston at Vancouver
7p m
x-Monday, June 13 Vancouver at
Boston, 7 pm
x-Wednesday, June 15 Boston at
Vancouver, 7 p m
NBA Playoff Glance
All Times CDT
(x-if necessary)
FINALS
(Best-of-7)
Miami 1. Dallas-1
Tuesday, May 31. Miami 92. Dallas 84
Thursday. June 2. Dallas 95. Miami 93
Sunday, June 5. Miami at Dallas. late
Tuesday. June 7 Miami at Dallas, 8
p.m
Thursday. June 9. Miami at Dallas. 8
p.m
x-Sunday. June 12 Dallas at Miami. 7
pm
x-Tuesday. June 14 Dallas at Miami. 8
p.m

SportsBriefs
•Murray State football coach Chns Hatcher's 2b11 Football Camps
will be held throughout the summer. The Future Racer Camp will be
held June 13-15, Quarterback School is slated for June 15-17, Senior
Mini Camp is set for June 18, the Racer 7 on 7 Passing Tournament is
July 21, and the Lineman Challenge is also July 21. The Future Racer
Camp is for ages 6-12, while the Chris Hatcher Quarterback School is
for sixth through twelfth graders. The Senior Mini Camp is for rising high
school seniors. For more information or to sign up, call 809-6864 or visit
GoFlacers.com.
•The 2011 Tiger Basketball Camp will be held June 13-16 at Murray
High School. The first session will be held from 9-11 a.m, and is open to
five-year-olds through those having completed third grade. The second
session will be held from 12-2 p.m. and is open to those having completed fourth through seventh grade. Each player will receive a camp Tshirt and awards will be given. For more information or to register, contact coach Joey Adair at MHS at 753-5202 or Dior Curtis at MMS at 7535125.
•Mayfield-Graves Country Club will host the 2011 West Kentucky
Amateur Golf Tournament (WKA) sponsored by Jackson Purchase
Medical Center and Dnver Motors on June 11-12 this year. The tournament is open to all male amateur golfers. The format will be 36 holes of
medal play. There will be six flights, low junior (17 and under), and low
senior (50 and over). $6,500 in prizes will be awarded, along with holein-one pnzes that include a 2011 car from Dnver Motors and $5,000
worth of furniture from Gilliam Thompson Furniture. A printable entry
form is available at www.mayfieldgravescountryclub.com. Call (270)
247-1862 or e-mail shayne@mewsbb.net for more information.

photo submitted

The Murray Middle School Lady Tiger soccer team recently completed their spring
season, going undefeated in district play while winning the 2nd District championship with a 6-1 win over Calloway County in the semifinal game and a 4-0 win
over Marshall County in the championship game. Murray then went on to capture
the first-ever Region I championship for middle school soccer with a 4-0 win over
Lone Oak. Members of the team pictured include Beth Graham, Courtney Hodges.
McKinsey Speight, Meredith Purdom. Jessica Schuring, Katie Trzespacz, Ashtin
McKinney, Lydia Grogan, Lauren Edminster, Lilly Ramey, Callie Adams, Jordan
Rowland, Channing Foster, Kennedy Jones, Olivia Butterworth, Hannah
Edminster, Katherine James, Linda Arakelyan, Chaley Roberts, Abby Therrell,
Mary Alex Anders, Sarah McDowell, Hannah Cain-Hill, Ann Taylor. Brittany
Lawson, Abby Parker, Annie Futrell and Mallory Stone. Not pictured: Liz
Armstrong and Casey Bouley. The team is coached by Mickey McCuiston.

From Page 9
doing our job at home."
Recchi is right: The Bruins
probably shouldn't spend any
time contemplating the historic
depth of their plight.
Boston has rallied from an 02 deficit to win a series just once
in 27 tries - although it happened in the first round of this
postseason against Montreal.
"Now is not the time to
squeeze your stick and to panic,"
Bruins forward Patrice Bergeron
said after the team arrived in
Boston on Sunday afternoon.
"It's time to go back to what's
been giving us success. ...
Squeezing our sticks is not
going to help us at all. We've got
to go out there, play our game,
make sure we play loose, and at
the same time play hard and desperate."
The Brains are still smarting
from their late struggles in
Game 2, in which they lost for
just the third time in 41 games
this season when they had a lead
after two periods. Vancouver
dominated the third period for
the second straight finals game,
with Daniel Sedin tying it midway through before Alex
Burrows won it with his thrilling
wraparound goal 11 seconds
into overtime.
"We have four lines that go
out there and play the same
way," said Sedin. the NHL scoring champion. "We get pucks
deep. We forecheck really hard.
It wears teams down. It's been
like this the whole season. It's
nothing new for us. I think when
we're at our best, we usually
have a lot of success in the third
period."
Coach Claude Julien will
remind his Bruins that they
largely played well in two onegoal losses. Their defense held
the Canucks' top line scoreless
for the first five periods of the
series, bullying Daniel and
Henrik Sedin into ineffectiveness.
What's more. Boston still
hasn't lost a Game 3 in the postseason, even winning a pressure-packed game at Montreal
in the first round after losing the
first two games at home.
"The positive is we basically
lost both games by one goal,"
Boston forward David Krejci
said. "That hurts, but we know
we're in the game and we know
we can do it."
Yet cracks already have

appeared on Boston's surface in
the finals.
The Sedin twins' line broke
hrough for the tying goal in the

third period of Game 2 with a
beautiful passing display after
forcing a turnover by workhorse
Bruins captain Zdeno Chara.

From Page 9
go down and in with some sinking action and it seemed like the
ball stayed up pretty far.
"And, you know, obviously.
Albert's had some pretty good atbats this series."
Fernando Salas (3-0) worked
a perfect 10th against the top of
the Cubs' order.
nine
pitched
Carpenter
innings, surrendering seven hits
and two walks. He finished
strong, retiring eight of the last
nine batters with the lone
baserunner coming on a walk.
The 36-year-old right-hander
has won at least 15 games in all
of his healthy seasons since
2004, but' remained stuck on his
lone win May, 10 against the
Cubs.
"It doesn't matter," Carpenter
said. "We won, that's what matters."
Ramirez was back in the fifth
slot after recovering from a lacerated lip sustained when he got
hit in the face by the ball making
a diving attempt on a grounder.
Darwin Barney and Starlin
Castro singled to begin the
fourth and both scored when
Ramirez lined a 2-2 pitch into
the right-center gap with one out.
The Cubs had only one other
runner in scoring position
against Carpenter. Zambrano
walked with one out in the fifth.
ending a string of 21 innings
without a walk by St. Louis
pitchers, and went to second on
Barney's two-out infield hit
before Castro grounded into a
force play.

Crushed Limestone (all sizes)
Driveways - Parking Lots - Residential - Commercial
Quality Products • Excellent Service
CALL TODAY AND ASK ABOUT DELIVERY

ROGERS GROUP INC.
Canton Quarry • 270-924-5434
RogersGroupInc.com
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Classes Meet Locally One Night a Week
Join us at one of our upcoming information sessions

Anytime Between 4-6 PM
Calloway County Public Library
710 Main Street, Murray

976 CHESTNUT ST • 270-753-2571
www.murrayhomeandauto.com
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